Our Virginia triggerguard is our slimmest Tennessee guard. Elegant, with a large bow to accommodate nearly any double set trigger we offer.

#TG-VA-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $28.99
#TG-VA-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $21.99

Wax castings are malleable. Bend them to exactly match the profile of your stock. Check for straightness before polishing. Sight along the guard, and note any twists and bends. Correct the twists first, then bends. Minimize the number of corrections. Repeated flexing can eventually cause fractures. Straightened every casting before use. No triggerguard is ever perfect.

During casting, thin sections cool and solidify more quickly than thick sections, especially junctions and corners. As thicker webs solidify, a tiny shrinkage void forms inside. Hidden from view, tiny voids do not affect the strength of the guard. Breech plugs, on the other hand, must be perfect, so they are cast with a large “riser”. Any void is captured and discarded.